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INVITED ARTICLE

Exploiting the information content of dipolar couplings: determination of the temperature
dependence of the inter-ring twist angle of biphenyl dissolved in uniaxial mesophases

G. Celebre, G. De Luca and M. Longeri*

Dipartimento di Chimica, Università della Calabria, Rende (CS), Italy

(Received 22 December 2009; accepted 11 April 2010)

In the present work, the quite intriguing question of the temperature dependence of the inter-ring angle of biphenyl in
fluid condensed phases has been investigated by the proton liquid crystal nuclear magnetic resonance technique. The
spectra of the molecule dissolved in three different thermotropic uniaxial solvents (one of which shows also a smectic
A phase) at different values of temperature have been analysed by standard procedures, and the resulting tempera-
ture-dependent dipolar coupling sets have been rationalised by the additive potential for the treatment of the ordering
interactions method, combined with the direct probability description of the torsional curve, in order to obtain the
distribution of the twist angle j for each temperature. The results emphasise a very slight but unequivocal and
systematic increase of jM (the most probable value of the dihedral angle) with temperature, so qualitatively
confirming what was previously found by a cruder hybrid approach (based on experimental quadrupolar splittings
of perdeuteriated biphenyl combined with computer-simulated order parameters) carried out by two of the present
authors (Celebre, G.; De Luca, G.; Mazzone, G. J. Mol. Struct. (THEOCHEM) 2005, 728, 209–214).

Keywords: biphenyl; NMR; liquid crystals; conformational analysis; AP method; direct probability distribution

1. Introduction

The biphenyl molecule can be seen as a building block for

the rigid core of many mesogenic compounds

[1] and liquid-crystalline or semi-crystalline aromatic

polymers [2]. The dihedral angle, j, between the two

phenyl rings plays an important role in determining the

physical properties of such materials and their molecular

packing. Moreover, since biphenyl is a molecule interest-
ing and fascinating in itself, it has been the object, over

many years, of many studies, both experimental [3–13]

and theoretical [14–16]. Such interest is mainly due to its

relatively simple structure and to the strong conforma-

tional dependence of the molecule on the phase of the

material. As a matter of fact, the value ofjM (henceforth,

jM will denote the global minimum of the torsional

potential or, equivalently, the most probable value of the
twist angle, see Figure 1) was found to be about 45� in the

gas phase (electron diffraction studies [3] and theoretical

calculations [14]) and 0� (coplanar rings) or 10-15� in the

crystalline phase (X-ray studies [3–7] and 13C solid state

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [8, 9]). In

solution, the situation is more complex: the jM angle is

commonly believed to be in the range of 30-40� [9–12] but

also lower values (,20�) have been reported [17]. The
determination of the conformational equilibrium and

especially the temperature dependence of the inter-ring

angle of the biphenyl molecule are thus particularly inter-

esting. In this context, NMR spectroscopy in liquid-

crystalline solvents (LXNMR) has proved to be a parti-

cularly effective and elegant technique with which to study
the conformational distribution of solutes. Several
1H-LXNMR studies of the conformational distribution

of biphenyl and biphenyl derivatives as solutes in different

ordered fluid phases have been reported in the literature

[18–21]. In these previous studies the authors report values

forjM in the range 33.1-37.6�, depending on the method

chosen for the analysis of the experimental parameters,

represented by the dipolar (or direct) interproton cou-
plings DHH. The single-quantum spectrum of the biphenyl

molecule, a ten-spin system, is quite complicated: this is

basically the reason why all of the 1H spectra studied in the

literature [18, 19] have been recorded at just one fixed

temperature (about room temperature). In several papers,

the inter-ring angle has been studied for a few different

temperatures [21] and in different nematic solvents [22],

but these works mainly deal with simpler systems repre-
sented by para-disubstituted biphenyls (a detailed com-

parison between the final considerations of [21] and those

of the present work concerning the effect of temperature

on the conformational equilibrium will be given in Section

4). The variation of the biphenyl jM angle with tempera-

ture (from 17�C to 33 �C) has been specifically investi-

gated by Celebre et al. [23] using a hybrid set of data,

obtained from a combination of the experimental quad-
rupolar splittings of perdeuteriated biphenyl in the 55wt%

ZLI1132/EBBA magic [24] nematic mixture (MM), with
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computer-simulated realistic orientational information

predicted by a so-called box modelling of the molecule

[25, 26]. The results seem to indicate a slight increase

in jM with temperature. Even though the values of jM

obtained by this approach were affected by large errors,

this intriguing result prompted us to undertake more

reliable 1H-LXNMR experiments in order to investi-
gate in detail this phenomenon. Thus, in the present

work the problem has been tackled by determining a

large number of new sets of experimental DHH data for

the biphenyl molecule dissolved in three different uni-

axial thermotropic liquid crystals solvents, at various

temperatures (one of the solvents also shows a smectic A

phase below its nematic range). The AP-DPD method

(Additive Potential for the treatment of the ordering
interactions, combined with the Direct Probability

Description of the torsional curve [27]) has been used

to obtain the twist-angle distribution for each tempera-

ture; moreover, the use of three different solvents has

also allowed us to test how much the nature of the

solvent affects the results.

2. Experimental

Three approximately 10 wt% solutions were prepared

by dissolving biphenyl (commercially available from

Aldrich) in the nematic solvents I52 (from Merck) and

MM (ZLI1132 from Merck; EBBA from standard

synthesis procedures [28, 29]); and in HAB (Merck),

exhibiting nematic and smectic A phases depending on

the working temperature (the pure solvent shows a

nematic phase between 349 K and 331 K, and a smec-

tic A phase at temperatures lower than 331 K [30]). In
Figure 2 the molecular structures of the solvents are

shown. In order to avoid confusion and misunder-

standing, we would like to emphasise that in this

paper we will call HAB the 4,4’-di-n-heptylazoxyben-

zene molecule, as reported elsewhere [30], and not the

4,4’-di-n-heptyloxyazoxybenzene, as usually under-

stood by using this acronym (see, for example, the

free version of LiqCryst Online 1999 Database [31]
and the references therein).

The samples were heated a few times up to their

nematic–isotropic transition temperature, TNI, strongly

shaken to homogenise the solutions, and left to cool

slowly in the magnetic field of the NMR spectrometer.

The 1H-spectra were then recorded within 40–50 min

intervals of thermostatisation for each temperature, the

temperature values were properly chosen to compare
effectively the stable biphenyl conformations in the

three solvents at quite similar reduced temperatures,

Tred ¼ T/TNI. In practice, the working temperatures

ranged from 290 K to 320 K in I52, from 280 K to

310 K in MM and from 300 K to 315 K in HAB: these

ranges, in terms of Tred, correspond to 0.84–0.93 for I52

and MM solutions and 0.88–0.93 for the HAB solution.

We note that these latter values correspond to a TNI ,
340 K, which is very much lower than that reported in

the literature [30] and given here for the pure solvent:

this is, of course, mainly due to the relatively high

concentration of the solute, and because the starting

purity of the solvent we used was not particularly high.

All of the spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance

500 MHz (11.74 T) instrument, equipped with a Bruker

BVT 2000 temperature control unit. The analyses of the
proton spectra were carried out using a home-made

iterative computer program called ARCANA [32] and

the resulting dipolar couplings are reported in Tables 1,

2 and 3, for biphenyl in I52, in MM and in HAB,

respectively. In Figure 3, the calculated and experimen-

tal proton spectra of biphenyl in I52 at 305 K are shown

as an example.

3. Theory

In a uniaxial liquid-crystalline environment where the

director aligns along the external applied magnetic
field (as for the liquid-crystalline solvents used here),

the Dij dipolar coupling between the ith and jth nuclei

of a flexible molecule with just one torsional degree of

freedom, j, can be written as
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Figure 1. The biphenyl molecule with the coordinate
system and atomic labelling.
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Dij ¼
2

3

ð
PLCð�;jÞDijð�;jÞ d� dj; ð1Þ

where Dij(�,j) is

Dijð�;jÞ ¼ sð�Þ : DijðjÞ
� �

: ð2Þ

Here � denotes the set of angles needed to give the

orientation of the mesophase director n in the chosen

molecular frame and the angular brackets :::h i indicate
the statistical average over the small-amplitude

high-frequency molecular vibrational modes (torsion j
excluded) and the symbol ‘:’ represents the double dot or

inner product of the two tensors. We now give a detailed

description of the ingredients of Equations (1) and (2).

(1) The elements of the tensor, s(�), correspond to

sab ð�Þ ¼
3 cosoa cosob � �ab

2
; ð3Þ

CH2CH2 CH2CH3

F

I52
C5H11

C5H11

H2n+1Cn
C N n = 3, 5,7

C N

ZLI-1132

C2H5O C
H

N C4H9
EBBA

N
N C7H15

C7H15HAB

O

Figure 2. Chemical structures of the liquid-crystalline solvents used in the present work.

Table 1. Observed dipolar couplings Dij and chemical shift differences of biphenyl in I52 at different temperatures (see Figure 1
for the atom numbering).

T ¼ 290 K (Tred ¼ 0.840) T ¼ 305 K (Tred ¼ 0.884) T ¼ 310 K (Tred ¼ 0.898) T ¼ 320 K (Tred ¼ 0.927)

D7,8/Hz -3714.59 � 0.04 -3504.95 � 0.03 -3431.37 � 0.04 -3275.15 � 0.04

D7,9/Hz -460.28 � 0.11 -435.83 � 0.09 -427.20 � 0.12 -408.76 � 0.11

D7,10/Hz 15.65 � 0.05 11.44 � 0.04 10.40 � 0.05 7.56 � 0.06

D7,11/Hz 261.28 � 0.13 240.57 � 0.11 233.73 � 0.16 218.70 � 0.14

D7,7’/Hz -1192.08 � 0.10 -1114.15 � 0.07 -1087.04 � 0.12 -1030.34 � 0.09

D7,8’/Hz -311.15 � 0.05 -293.41 � 0.03 -287.39 � 0.04 -274.20 � 0.04

D7,9’/Hz -217.74 � 0.10 -205.42 � 0.09 -201.47 � 0.10 -192.54 � 0.10

D8,9/Hz 98.57 � 0.10 69.45 � 0.09 60.68 � 0.13 41.30 � 0.11

D8,10/Hz 261.09 � 0.15 240.46 � 0.12 232.67 � 0.17 217.94 � 0.15

D8,8’/Hz -117.41 � 0.12 -110.49 � 0.07 -108.22 � 0.12 -103.28 � 0.11

D8,9’/Hz -88.86 � 0.10 -84.95 � 0.09 -83.79 � 0.13 -80.31 � 0.11

D9,9’/Hz -70.90 � 0.07 -66.71 � 0.06 -65.27 � 0.07 -62.17 � 0.07

(u7 – u9)/Hz -495.07 � 0.09 -462.94 � 0.08 -455.76 � 0.11 -430.98 � 0.09

(u8 – u9)/Hz -441.01 � 0.11 -414.22 � 0.08 -403.06 � 0.10 -382.59 � 0.11
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Table 2. Observed dipolar couplings Dij and chemical shift differences of biphenyl in MM at different temperatures (see Figure
1 for the atom numbering).

T ¼ 280 K (Tred ¼ 0.838) T ¼ 285 K (Tred ¼ 0.853) T ¼ 300 K (Tred ¼ 0.898) T ¼ 310 K (Tred ¼ 0.928)

D7,8/Hz -3470.01 � 0.04 -3452.70 � 0.05 -2641.81 � 0.06 -1930.92 � 0.07

D7,9/Hz -432.66 � 0.10 -430.15 � 0.12 -332.91 � 0.16 -246.76 � 0.22

D7,10/Hz 8.57 � 0.05 8.41 � 0.06 -0.58 � 0.10 -4.70 � 0.10

D7,11/Hz 231.95 � 0.12 231.54 � 0.11 163.50 � 0.21 111.35 � 0.26

D7,7’/Hz -1174.07 � 0.09 -1166.17 � 0.12 -866.99 � 0.17 -624.65 � 0.16

D7,8’/Hz -293.68 � 0.04 -292.38 � 0.05 -224.08 � 0.08 -164.06 � 0.07

D7,9’/Hz -203.51 � 0.09 -202.26 � 0.11 -156.40 � 0.16 -114.41 � 0.21

D8,9/Hz 49.24 � 0.09 49.12 � 0.12 -16.31 � 0.18 -40.72 � 0.21

D8,10/Hz 231.52 � 0.14 229.98 � 0.19 161.56 � 0.25 111.30 � 0.26

D8,8’/Hz -110.12 � 0.10 -109.44 � 0.14 -84.11 � 0.20 -60.58 � 0.16

D8,9’/Hz -83.47 � 0.10 -83.18 � 0.12 -63.84 � 0.19 -46.89 � 0.20

D9,9’/Hz -66.04 � 0.07 -65.50 � 0.08 -49.89 � 0.10 -36.88 � 0.13

(u7 – u9)/Hz -441.68 � 0.09 -439.78 � 0.12 -308.04 � 0.16 -202.50 � 0.23

(u8 – u9)/Hz -389.04 � 0.10 -392.54 � 0.13 -289.22 � 0.16 -196.08 � 0.20

Table 3. Observed dipolar couplings Dij and chemical shift differences of biphenyl in HAB at different temperatures (see Figure
1 for the atom numbering).

T ¼ 300 K (Tred ¼ 0.882) T ¼ 305 K (Tred ¼ 0.897) T ¼ 310 (Tred ¼ 0.912) T ¼ 315 (Tred ¼ 0.926)

D7,8/Hz -2789.27 � 0.09 -2607.77 � 0.02 -2386.36 � 0.09 -2114.86 � 0.16

D7,9/Hz -350.25 � 0.07 -326.81 � 0.08 -300.74 � 0.25 -266.56 � 0.58

D7,10/Hz 3.58 � 0.10 2.28 � 0.03 1.16 � 0.14 -1.81 � 0.23

D7,11/Hz 180.92 � 0.09 165.81 � 0.09 149.70 � 0.34 128.62 � 0.46

D7,7’/Hz -911.68 � 0.06 -848.77 � 0.06 -772.07 � 0.21 -677.29 � 0.34

D7,8’/Hz -235.99 � 0.03 -220.22 � 0.03 -200.84 � 0.10 -179.74 � 0.19

D7,9’/Hz -163.66 � 0.07 -153.99 � 0.07 -140.36 � 0.24 -126.91 � 0.48

D8,9/Hz 11.77 � 0.09 -0.12 � 0.07 -8.88 � 0.30 -20.89 � 0.77

D8,10/Hz 178.65 � 0.15 165.19 � 0.10 146.55 � 0.38 129.97 � 0.60

D8,8’/Hz -88.60 � 0.06 -82.75 � 0.06 -77.00 � 0.25 -68.01 � 0.48

D8,9’/Hz -66.87 � 0.07 -62.87 � 0.07 -59.93 � 0.30 -50.27 � 0.66

D9,9’/Hz -53.69 � 0.09 -49.94 � 0.04 -45.13 � 0.15 -39.47 � 0.29

(u7 – u9)/Hz -314.80 � 0.10 -293.09 � 0.07 -258.55 � 0.25 -210.21 � 0.33

(u8 – u9)/Hz -300.25 � 0.13 -278.01 � 0.07 -252.74 � 0.23 -214.36 � 0.50

1940.0 5940.0 9940.0 13940.017940.0 Hz

(Exp)

(Calc)

Figure 3. 500 MHz experimental and calculated 1H spectrum of biphenyl dissolved in I52 at 305 K.
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where oa is the instantaneous angle between n and the a

axis of a Cartesian coordinate system (a,b,c) fixed on the

solute molecule, and �ab is the Kronecker delta function.

(2) The term DijðjÞ is the geometry-dependent dipolar

coupling tensor expressed in the molecular frame:

Dab
ij ðjÞ ¼ �Kij

3 cos �aðjÞ cos �bðjÞ � �ab

r3
ijðjÞ

; ð4Þ

where rij(j) is thej-dependent i–j internuclear distance,

�a(j) is the conformation dependent angle between the

a-axis of the molecular frame and the rijðjÞ vector

connecting the nuclei i and j, and Kij is given by

Kij ¼
m0 �h�

i
�

j

16 p2
ð5Þ

where �h ¼ h
2p (h is the Planck constant), � is the nuclear

magnetogyric ratio and m0 is the vacuum magnetic

permeability.

(3) The function PLCð�;jÞ describes the properly

normalised orientational-conformational probabil-

ity distribution function of the solute in the

liquid-crystalline environment. It can be defined
as [33, 27]

PLCð�;jÞ ¼ PjðjÞP�ð�;jÞ; ð6Þ

where

P�ð�;jÞ ¼
exp½�Uextð�;jÞ=kB T �

Q
ð7Þ

with

Q ¼
ð

exp½� Uextð�;jÞ=kB T � d� dj: ð8Þ

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. Uext (�, j) is a

purely anisotropic external orientational potential

which, in the frame of the Additive Potential (AP)

method [34, 35], can be described as

Uext �;jð Þ ¼ �e2;0 jð ÞC2;0 �ð Þ
� 2Re e2;2 jð Þ

� �
Re C2;2 �ð Þ
� �

; ð9Þ

where the C2,m(�) are modified spherical harmonics
[36], and the e2,m(j) are the elements of suitable

conformation-dependent solute–solvent interaction

tensors. The peculiar feature of the AP method is

that the e2;m jð Þ elements are constructed as a sum of

conformationally-independent terms e2; p lð Þ represent-

ing the single contributions of each rigid fragment, l, in

the molecule to the total interaction tensor,

e2;m jð Þ ¼
X

l

X
p

e2; pðlÞD2
p;mð�l

jÞ: ð10Þ

In this equation, the second-rank Wigner rotation

matrix D2
p;mð�l

jÞ [36] relates the conformation-depen-

dent �l
j orientation of the lth molecular sub-unit to

the molecule-fixed reference frame. Essentially, the

e2;p lð Þ are unknown quantities whose values are

adjusted to produce the best agreement with the
experimental data. In the AP-DPD method, the

PjðjÞ of Equation (6) can be written as [27]

PjðjÞ ¼ PisoðjÞ
WðjÞZiso

Z
; ð11Þ

where

WðjÞ ¼
ð

exp½�Uextð�;jÞ=kB T � d�; ð12Þ

Z ¼
ð

WðjÞ � PisoðjÞ dj ð13Þ

and

Ziso ¼
ð

PisoðjÞ dj : ð14Þ

The distribution function Piso(j) represents the real

target of conformational studies in liquids [35]. Unlike

PjðjÞ, Piso(j) is, in principle, free from possible
conformational effects induced by the orientational

ordering of the mesophase. So, it should be considered

the real conformational distribution of our solute in a

conventional liquid sharing, at the temperature stu-

died, the same physical properties (determining the

thermodynamics of the solution, as polarity, density

etc.) of the liquid-crystalline solvent used, with the

exception of the ordering strength. In the present
case, the normalised Piso(j) is modelled directly as a

sum of Gaussian functions [27, 37–41]:

PisoðjÞ ¼

P2
i¼1

exp � j�ðð�1Þi jM Þ
s

� �2
�

2

	 

þ exp � j�ðð�1Þiðp�jM ÞÞ

s

� �2
�

2

	 

4 s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 p
p : ð15Þ
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This function contains two unknowns: the most prob-

able value of the twist angle jM, which is to be

obtained by comparing the calculated with the

observed dipolar couplings, and s, representing the

width at half maximum height.

Once our theoretical apparatus is fixed as we have
described, we can proceed with the treatment. It is quite

usual to assume that internal vibrations and overall reor-

ientational (tumbling) motions of the molecule can be

decoupled in Equation (2), because the dependence of

s(�) on the vibrational state of the molecule is believed

to be small enough to be neglected to a good approxima-

tion (for more details about this point, see [42, 43, 27] and

the references therein). Of course, this approximation
could affect the results: in principle, very accurate deter-

minations of the structure of solutes dissolved in liquid

crystals should take into account vibration–reorientation

coupling effects, besides the usual harmonic and anhar-

monic vibrational corrections. This is an old, well-known

(and very complicated) problem, which has been treated

in the past by many excellent authors [44–53]. Recently,

the issue has received renewed attention [54–56]; in fact, in
the present work (besides other approximations adopted

to reduce the level of difficulties; see later) we have decided

to ignore this point, relying on the fact that, presumably,

our results and the consequent qualitative considerations

should not be completely compromised by the assump-

tions. So, this implies that Equation (1) can be operation-

ally re-written as

Dij ¼
2

3

ð
PjðjÞ

X
a;b

SabðjÞ Dab
ij ðjÞ

D E
dj; ð16Þ

where

Sab ðjÞ ¼
Ð

sabð�ÞP�ð�;jÞ d�Ð
P�ð�;jÞ d�

ð17Þ

are the familiar solute orientational order parameters,

making up the well-known real symmetric traceless

Saupe ordering matrix [57–59]. As anticipated previously,

in treating the biphenyl molecule we have decided to adopt

a series of other well-tested approximations (or assump-

tions) and convenient choices (also made in the past and
recentstudiesofthesameorsimilarsystems[18–22,40,41])

in order to simplify the treatment of the problem:

(a) the vibrational corrections, quite unimportant for

non-vicinal interproton dipolar couplings (as it is

our case), have been neglected (as a matter of fact,

it has been shown [60] that, in benzene, the har-

monic vibrational correction for 3DHH is less than

2%, although it is well-known that an apparent

solvent-dependent geometrical deformation of

the ring could result [50, 51, 61]);

(b) the two phenyl ring fragments, in each solvent and

at each temperature, keep a rigid C2v symmetry

structure as they rotate relative to each other;

(c) the molecular axis system for biphenyl, a molecule

with D2 symmetry when the inter-ring angle is

different from 0� (where the molecule belongs to

the D2h point group) or 90� (D2d), is chosen in
such a way that the xz plane bisects the inter-ring

angle, with z along the molecular long axis (see

Figure 1; the y-axis, not shown, defines a right-

handed Cartesian system). Such a frame is the

Principal Axis System (PAS) for the S matrix, so

that only two independent order parameters

(namely, Szz and Sxx-Syy) are needed to describe

completely the solute ordering.
Under the conditions (a), (b) and (c), the following

explicit relation holds:

2

3

X
a;b

SabðjÞ Dab
ij ðjÞ

D E

¼ � Kij

r3
ijðjÞ

�
SzzðjÞ 3 cos2 �zðjÞ � 1

� �
þ SxxðjÞ � SyyðjÞ
� �

cos2 �xðjÞ � cos2 �yðjÞ
� �

: ð18Þ

As a consequence, Equation (16), giving the observed

H–H dipolar coupling constants, can finally be written
in the explicit form

Dij ¼ �Kij

ð
PjðjÞ
r3

ijðjÞ
� SzzðjÞ 3 cos2 �zðjÞ � 1

� �
þ

�
þ SxxðjÞ � SyyðjÞ
� �

cos2 �xðjÞ � cos2 �yðjÞ
� �

dj :ð19Þ

The fragmental contributions, required to construct

(via Equation (10)) the interaction tensors represent-

ing the coefficients of Uext(�,j) in Equation (9), were

chosen to be those of the rings, e2;0 Rð Þ and e2;2 Rð Þ.
These, together with jM and s of Equation (15) and
the molecular structural features needed, represent the

basic ingredients to calculate, respectively, the j-

dependent order parameters, the torsional probability

distribution function and the geometrical contribu-

tions required by Equation (19). In our approach, the

parameters (e2;0 Rð Þ, e2;2 Rð Þ, jM and s, besides suitably

chosen ring geometries; see Section 4) were varied in

order to minimise the RMS error function:

RMS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i<j

½DijðcalculatedÞ �DijðobservedÞ�2
,

F

vuut ; ð20Þ

where F represents the number of degrees of freedom

(in terms of independent dipolar couplings) for the

problem treated.
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4. Results and discussion

The large number of dipolar couplings obtained from

the analysis of the proton spectra, at different tem-

peratures, for biphenyl in the three different liquid-
crystalline solutions (12 DHH for each solvent at each

temperature, as reported in Tables 1–3) allowed us to

establish: (i) the relative positions of the protons

within each ring; (ii) the separation of the two rings

and (iii) the inter-ring torsional distribution as a func-

tion of the temperature. By assuming a C2v symmetry

for the single rings and by considering the experimen-

tal intra-ring DHH to be independent of j, the intra-
ring couplings can be used to determine the relative

distances, rij, between the protons of a ring and the

local order parameters, Szz(R) and Sxx(R)–Syy(R).

Moreover, by making the further assumption that

the ring geometries do not change significantly within

the range of temperatures studied, a unique ring geo-

metry for each solvent, common to all the tempera-

tures studied in that mesophase, has been optimised
from a simultaneous fit [37] to the total set of 24 intra-

ring DHH values (six intra-ring experimental Dij for

each of the four temperatures, for a total of 6 x 4 ¼ 24

couplings in each solvent). Since only relative inter-

nuclear distances are available from experimental

LXNMR data [62, 63], it is well-known that a fixed

interproton distance is required; in this case, we

decided to fix r8,10 corresponding to the value for the
canonical benzene ring. The relative geometries of the

rings obtained for the three liquid-crystalline solutions

are reported in Table 4 (where the regular ring and

vibrationally corrected [19] geometries are also given

for comparison). It is evident from Table 4 that the

resulting biphenyl ring geometries in the three differ-

ent nematic solvents studied are basically the same

(within the experimental error), whereas they are
slightly different (as reasonably expected) from those

vibrationally corrected results of [19] (it is worth

emphasising that the significant differences with

respect to the reported regular geometries could prob-

ably be due, as said previously, to the neglect of

vibration–reorientation correlation effects [50, 51]).

The local order parameters of the rings are reported

in Table 5, where their third significant digits are

affected by experimental errors which safely include

the less-than-2% error [60] due to the neglect of har-

monic vibrational corrections (note that in Table 3 of

[19], where the harmonic vibrational corrections were
applied, the order parameters are given, rightly, to the

fourth significant digit). Finally, by assuming the ring

geometries of Table 4 and by using all of the dipolar

couplings available for each solvent at each tempera-

ture, we proceeded to determine simultaneously the j-

independent value of r9,9’ (giving the information

about the inter-ring distance) and, via Equations

(11)–(15) (see Section 3), the twist angle distribution
as a function of temperature. The user-friendly gra-

phical program AnCon, developed by our group in the

LXNMR_S.C.An. laboratory (Department of

Chemistry) at the University of Calabria [64], has

been used to perform the conformational analysis.

The calculations were carried out by a simultaneous

fit of the four temperature-dependent data sets for

each solvent; then, each fitting target consisted of (12
Dij ) x (4 temperatures) ¼ 48 Dij couplings. The fitting

procedure has been performed by adjusting the orien-

tational and conformational parameters for a total of

14, that is, four pairs of e2;0 Rð Þ and e2;2 Rð Þ (one pair for

each temperature), the value of jM for each tempera-

ture and a single value of r9,9’ and s (we assumed this

to be common for all the temperatures) for each sol-

vent. Summarising, the ratio (target Dij)/(adjustable
parameters) ¼ 48/14 assured us that the problems,

were largely overdetermined. Finally, a good agree-

ment between calculated and observed DHH was

obtained (from the fitting procedures described pre-

viously) for all three solutions: the resulting adjusted

parameters and the RMS values are reported in

Table 6. It is now worth emphasising that, although

PisoðjÞ is in principle different from PjðjÞ (see
Equation (11)), for low ordered solutes, as is the case for

this study, the two probability functions are practically

Table 4. Independent internuclear distance ratios adopted in this work for the ring protons for the biphenyl molecule dissolved
in the three liquid-crystalline phases I52, MM and HAB (the last significant digits, in brackets, are all within the standard
deviations). The values are compared with vibrationally corrected ([19], Table 3: Potential(I)) and regular (undistorted) benzene
geometries.

I52 MM HAB [19] Regular

r7;8

�
r8;10 0.57(3) 0.57(3) 0.57(1) 0.568 0.577

r7;9

�
r8;10 0.99(8) 0.99(7) 0.99(6) 0.993 1

r7;10

�
r8;10 1.15(3) 1.15(3) 1.15(1) 1.150 1.155

r7;11

�
r8;10 1.00(0) 1.00(0) 0.99(7) 1.002 1

r8;9

�
r8;10 0.57(8) 0.57(8) 0.57(8) 0.577 0.577
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identical. So, in Figure 4 the probability distribution func-

tions PjðjÞ � PisoðjÞ, at the common Tred of 0.93 for

biphenyl in the three different solvents, are shown.

Looking at the figure, it is possible to observe that
the distribution functions differ perceptibly in the

location of the maximum and have comparable

heights. Finally, the resulting behaviour of jM versus

T for all of the solutions is reported in Figure 5.

Although, for experimental reasons, the temperature

ranges considered in our study were quite restricted, a

very slight but unequivocal and systematic increase of

jM with temperature is observed: this confirms the
trend crudely obtained in a previous paper by

Celebre et al. [23]. In contrast, the quite similar slopes

of the three curves highlight that the phenomenon is

not very dependent on the nature of the solvent. In

order estimate, albeit crudely, the sensitivity of the

results obtained to our AP-DPD approach (which

uses the e(R) interaction tensors derived from the

dipolar couplings which have not been corrected
for all kinds of effects such as harmonic and anhar-

monic vibrational corrections, and effects due to

vibration–reorientation interactions), the resulting

uncertainties on e2;0 Rð Þ and e2;2 Rð Þ (apparently under-

estimated in Table 6) were deliberately increased by

truncating the e(R) values to the second significant

digit. The trends of jM versus Tred obtained are very

similar to those shown in Figure 5, and just slight
differences (less than 1%, on average) were found on

the single jM values.

Interestingly, in the study [21] (carried out by a max-

imum entropy (ME) analysis on 4,4’-dichlorobiphenyl

(DCB) dissolved in I52 at 312 K, 322 K and 332 K) the

effect of increasing the temperature was recognised by a
broadening of the P(j) distribution function (see

Figure 5 of [21]), with the ME-found jM being basically

constant at 34� (in fact, within a �1� of error, which

could contain the variation we found in the present study

for biphenyl in I52). Although a thermodynamic expla-

nation is at first invoked by the authors of [21] to justify

this effect, subsequently they conclude that the broad-

ening observed with increasing temperature seems
mostly due to a peculiar effect induced by the ME treat-

ment, due to the decrease of the orientational order of

the solute. In order to check the possibility of also ratio-

nalising the data of the present work by a broadening of

the torsional curves, we performed a series of tests by

considering s (defining the width of the Gaussian curves)

as a temperature-dependent adjustable parameter in our

fittings, both adjusting or fixing the jM parameter in
Equation (15). When we fix the dihedral jM at reason-

ably good values to represent the maximum probability

(about a temperature-averaged jM value), leaving s to

change in order to minimise the RMS error as much as

possible, we invariably obtain worse agreement with the

experimental data; in contrast, when both s and jM are

left free to change, we observe a very slight increase of s
and, at the same time, basically the usual increase of jM

shown in Figure 5. We proceeded also to analyse the

data regarding DCB, given in [21], with our model, with

Table 5. Local order parameters Szz(R) and Sxx(R)–Syy(R) obtained at each temperature from the procedure of ring structure
optimisation for biphenyl dissolved in I52, MM and HAB.

T/K

290 305 310 320

I52

Szz (R) 0.465 � 0.004 0.439 � 0.006 0.430 � 0.005 0.410 � 0.004

Sxx(R)–Syy(R) 0.117 � 0.006 0.119 � 0.008 0.119 � 0.007 0.119 � 0.006

T/K

280 285 300 310

MM

Szz (R) 0.435 � 0.004 0.432 � 0.004 0.332 � 0.003 0.242 � 0.002

Sxx(R)–Syy(R) 0.126 � 0.008 0.125 � 0.006 0.101 � 0.007 0.093 � 0.005

T/K

300 305 310 315

HAB

Szz (R) 0.347 � 0.005 0.324 � 0.005 0.297 � 0.004 0.263 � 0.004

Sxx(R)–Syy(R) 0.109 � 0.008 0.105 � 0.007 0.099 � 0.006 0.097 � 0.007
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the following results:jM¼ 37.28� at 312 K,jM¼ 37.39�

at 322 K and jM¼ 37.50� at 332 K, with the resulting s
¼15.1�. Once again, a slight increase in jM with tem-

perature can be appreciated. We think these results can

lead us to conclude quite safely that an increase (even if

very small) of jM with temperature is in any case

required to reproduce closely the experimental data.

The jM values found in this study for biphenyl are

lower than the value of ,37� previously obtained in

two different solvents (ZLI1115 and I35) at room tem-
perature, by making use of the AP model, but where the

inter-ring potential was modelled as a two-term cosine

expansion [18]. The same data in ZLI1115 and I35 (at

room temperature), now revisited by us by using the AP-

DPD description, lead to the following results:

jM(ZLI1115) ¼ 35.42�; jM(I35) ¼ 35.78�. The result

jM¼ 37.5� is common also to another study of biphenyl

in MM [19], where an empirical formula for S(j) and (i)

a discrete and (ii) a continuous description were used to

model the inter-ring torsional potential. Our present jM

values are also different from the values obtained pre-
viously (jM¼ 34-35�) by the ME analysis of the already

available dipolar couplings for biphenyl in I35, ZLI1115

and MM [20]. Also in the just cited and discussed ME

study of 4,4’-dichlorobiphenyl dissolved in I52 [21], the

most probable value of the twist angle obtained was, as

we have said, jM ¼ 34 � 1�. More recently, a study on

biphenyl and biphenyl derivatives in different nematic

solvents by using the APME approach located the pre-
ferred inter-ring angle in the range 33-34� [22]. What we

have said emphasises more and more the dependence of

the results obtained on the method used to treat the

Table 6. The interaction parameters e2;0 Rð Þ and e2;2 Rð Þ, the order parameters for the more stable conformation (corresponding
to jM) and the values of s, jM and r9,9’ for biphenyl dissolved in I52, MM and HAB at different temperatures.

T/K

290 305 310 320

I52

e2;0 Rð Þ/RT 1.395 � 0.001 1.302 � 0.001 1.270 � 0.001 1.205 � 0.001

e2;2 Rð Þ/RT -0.611 � 0.001 -0.572 � 0.001 -0.557 � 0.001 -0.529 � 0.001

Szz(jM) 0.465 � 0.004 0.439 � 0.006 0.430 � 0.005 0.410 � 0.004

Sxx(jM)–Syy(jM) 0.145 � 0.005 0.147 � 0.006 0.147 � 0.004 0.147 � 0.006

s/� 11.07 � 0.15

r9,9’/Å 9.26 � 0.01

jM/� 36.18 � 0.07 36.25 � 0.08 36.28 � 0.07 36.32 � 0.07

RMS/Hz 0.52

T/K

280 285 300 310

MM

e2;0 Rð Þ/RT 1.293 � 0.002 1.285 � 0.002 0.951 � 0.002 0.690 � 0.002

e2;2 Rð Þ/RT -0.582�0.001 -0.576 � 0.001 -0.403 � 0.001 -0.270 � 0.001

Szz (jM) 0.435 � 0.006 0.432 � 0.005 0.331 � 0.006 0.242 � 0.005

Sxx(jM)–Syy( jM) 0.153 � 0.004 0.152 � 0.004 0.140 � 0.003 0.114 � 0.004

s/� 10.75 � 0.20

r9,9’/Å 9.26 � 0.01

jM/� 35.07 � 0.08 35.10 � 0.08 35.31 � 0.08 35.38 � 0.08

RMS/Hz 0.52

T/K

300 305 310 315

HAB

e2;0 Rð Þ/RT 0.995 � 0.002 0.927 � 0.002 0.845 � 0.002 0.747 � 0.002

e2;2 Rð Þ/RT -0.405 � 0.002 -0.372 � 0.002 -0.330 � 0.002 -0.286 � 0.002

Szz(jM) 0.347 � 0.007 0.324 � 0.007 0.297 � 0.006 0.263 � 0.007

Sxx (jM)–Syy (jM) 0.134 � 0.006 0.130 � 0.004 0.123 � 0.005 0.114 � 0.003

s/� 11.75 � 0.35

r9,9’/Å 9.24 � 0.02

jM/� 36.02 � 0.15 36.03 � 0.15 36.08 � 0.15 36.17 � 0.15

RMS/Hz 0.84
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experimental data. However, we are quite convinced
that, once a certain model is chosen to treat the data,

the subtle effect of the increasing trend of jM with

temperature that we have found in this study should

emerge also in other treatments (apart from possible

peculiar features of the methods, as for the ME approach

discussed): we hope the new experimental data presented

in this work can also be studied by other approaches, to

confirm or deny our guess.

5. Conclusions

The power of the LXNMR technique and the high
sensitivity of dipolar couplings to the conformational

features of the solutes are, in our opinion, once again

confirmed by the present work. Here, by using the AP-

DPD approach to treat the experimental data, a small

but experimentally detectable temperature-dependent

shift toward higher dihedral angles at the maximum of

the rotameric distribution of biphenyl in I52, MM and
HAB has been found (in contrast, the role of the

solvent in this phenomenon seems to be quite negligi-

ble). Of course, it has been emphasised that the abso-

lute results depend significantly on the approach and

the approximations chosen to analyse the data; in fact,

we suppose that the subtle effects we have found

should emerge also by making use of other models.
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